
 

Transformation Prayer Ministry 

Ministry Session Guidelines 

(What a Ministry Session Should Look Like) 

1. Transformation Prayer Ministry (TPM) is basically prayer. This prayer model is not 

counseling, advice giving, life coaching, deliverance ministry or any form of guided imagery, or 

recovered memory therapy. The focus of TPM is not memory, but rather belief. The context for 

TPM is prayer, but this does not mean that the ministry facilitator will be overtly praying over 

you. If the ministry facilitator's prayers distract you from your focus then they are probably not 

being helpful. It is prayer because you are communicating heart to heart with God, seeking to 

know His truth for you personally. It is prayer because people are praying silently for you 

throughout the process. It is prayer because Jesus is invited in through His Holy Spirit to 

communicate with you directly when you are at the place and posture to receive from Him. 

2. TPM is not guided imagery or directed visualization. The ministry facilitator should avoid all 

forms of guided imagery or directed visualization in any form. He or she should allow you to 

have a genuine mind renewal experience directed by the Holy Spirit and not one guided by the 

facilitator. He should not instruct you to find a "happy place" in your mind or think about Jesus 

or any former encounter you may have had with God. Doing these things is a form of guided or 

suggestive imagery. He or she should never ask Jesus to tell you anything, direct you in any 

manner, do anything for you, to include never asking Jesus to take you to any memory. Again, to 

do any of these things is overtly suggestive and directing the session. This process is dependent 

upon you making needed choices to connect with your emotion, identify the memory context 

where you initially embraced your lie-based thinking and therein willfully expose what you 

believe. After you have done this, the Holy Spirit can and will provide you the truth. 

3. TPM does not diagnose any person's mental condition. During a TPM session the ministry 

facilitators should not be providing advice, diagnoses of any mental disorder, his personal 

insight, direction, or steps of action, but rather interceding with you in prayer to God. The 

ministry facilitator should never offer their opinion about your problem or mental condition 

during a ministry session unless they are trained to do so. Even if a facilitator is a qualified 

mental health professional, making a medical or psychological diagnosis is not a part of the TPM 

process. They should seek to help you discover, with the guidance of the Holy Spirit, the lie-

based reasons/beliefs causing the emotional pain in your life. This is solely accomplished by the 

facilitator asking questions that are reflective of information that you alone surface during the 

session. 

4. TPM is not about problem solving. Ministry facilitators do not take on the responsibility to 

resolve your problems, issues or emotional pain. However, they may encourage you to own and 

feel your emotional pain, take responsibility for your own thinking and reactions instead of 

blaming other people or circumstances, and move forward toward God's resolution, which is 

found in God's truth. 



5. TPM is about choice. The ministry facilitators should never pressure to do anything that you 

do not choose to do. You make all the decisions about how far you will go, whether you will 

embrace the pain, identify the lies you believe, and if you will offer the lie-based thinking you 

discover to the Lord for His truth. However, resistance to do anything is an indication of a belief 

that you hold that contrary to doing what you are resisting doing. The focus needs to always be 

on identifying belief behind the resistance and exchanging lies for God's truth. You should also 

have complete freedom to stop the process at any point. The entire prayer process is dependent 

upon what you choose to do. 

6. TPM does not suggest or supply memory content and should never insinuate anything about a 

person's memory. The ministry facilitators should not make any suggestions as to what your 

memory content may contain or what your lie-based thinking may be, and thus allow you to 

make these discoveries yourself. The ministry facilitators should not make any suggestions as to 

what your memory content may contain or what your lie-based thinking may be, and thus allow 

you to make these discoveries yourself. The ministry facilitator should never insinuate, suggest, 

allude to or propose that you have been abused, traumatized, mistreated, or anything else. He or 

she should only work within the memory context that you bring up in the session alone. 

7. TPM has a list of clear and precise questions designed to help the ministry recipient to identify 

what they are feeling and the lie they believe. There is no need for the facilitator to create his 

own questions during a ministry session. He should never ask questions that are leading or 

suggestive about memory content or that seek any direct information of any kind. For example, 

asking a question such as, "Do you think that it is possible that you were abused?" is suggesting 

abuse when in fact the facilitator does not know what may have happened to you. The TPM 

facilitator should never insinuate, suggest or allude to anything that may or may not be true for 

you in your memories. 

8. TPM is not focused on memory content, but rather upon what you currently experientially 

believed. The memory provides a context in helping identify why you believe what you believe. 

And to some extent what you believe. The memory is not the source of the emotional pain we 

feel nor does it contain the lies we currently believe. The memory is what we remember as to 

how we came to the beliefs and conclusions we currently experientially hold as the truth. 

9. TPM is not concerned with accuracy of memory even though this is important in a different 

context. Therefore, TPM facilitator should not suggest, insinuate, or assume that anything that 

you bring forth as memory is necessarily true or accurate since they have no way of knowing this 

in the context of a ministry session. TPM facilitators should not comment as to whether the 

content of your memory is true or false. They should allow you to come to your own conclusions 

in your own time. The focus of TPM is the lie-based thinking that originated in the life event that 

is remembered. 

10. TPM does not interpret anything that surfaces in a ministry session. The ministry facilitators 

should not attempt to interpret or explain any information, visual image or other inner mind 

experience that you report. This would include dreams or visions that you may experience 

outside the ministry session. The facilitator should only encourage you to identify and embrace 



any negative emotion that may surface as a result of these experiences, and seek to identify 

related lie-based thinking. 

11. The TPM facilitator should not share personal insight, words of knowledge or any visual he 

may imagine during a ministry session. The ministry facilitators will not share any visual images 

or "prophetic words" that they believe are related to your memory. The facilitator should not 

supply you with what they think God wants you to know anytime during the ministry session. 

There is a time for teaching and encouragement, but it is not during the ministry session. 

12. TPM is not about confronting the devil. The TPM facilitator should never need to confront or 

engage a demonic spirit during the session. He or she should never try to communicate with 

demons, nor attempt to cast out any demonic spirit during the ministry session. Demons only do 

what they do based upon what we believe and allow. A demon cannot make you do anything that 

you do not choose to do. You do not have to allow a demon to manifest in a ministry session. It 

is important that you choose to not allow demons to participate in your session. This is your 

choice. 

13. TPM knows its limits, facilitators should be careful not to go beyond their training and 

expertise in ministry. They should seek to network with others and work under their supervision 

if possible. Should they find themselves beyond their knowledge and understanding, they should 

defer to others more equipped. Nevertheless as Christians they are called to minister, pray and 

encourage any person who is in need of an encounter with the Lord. Know that your ministry 

facilitator will do all that he is capable of doing to help you to identify the lies you believe 

causing you your emotional pain. However, he may need to refer you to someone more qualified 

if the need arises. 

14. TPM is about operating within the Body of Christ, The ministry facilitators should seek to 

minister under spiritual authority and in a community of like-minded ministers who use these 

principles and are mutually accountable. Every true believer in Christ is a member of His Body, 

working in concert with others through Christ who is the central focus of this ministry. TPM 

facilitators should not be doing ministry as a "lone wolf." If he is not associated with the Body of 

Christ it would be important to find out why. 

15. TPM has clear procedures and protocol. If what you want is a pure form of TPM then ask 

your facilitator if this is indeed what he is doing. If he has changed, augmented or deleted any 

part of the ministry process and is not following genuine TPM protocol you need to know this 

before the session begins. If they are using a "hybrid" form of TPM they should clearly state that 

they are not doing genuine Transformation Prayer Ministry. 

16. A TPM facilitator maintains confidentiality. Any information that you shared during the 

ministry session should be held in utmost confidentiality. TPM facilitators should not share any 

information without first obtaining permission from you. The only exception would be when it is 

required by law to report the suspicion of child or elderly abused  

 

 


